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	GAME TITLE: Yours Truly - Some story driven game inspired by Myst, Riven and Dear Esther
	Platform: PC
	GoalWin Condition: -Discover the secrets to unlock the truth.- Solve the grand puzzle to resolve the internal conflict the character has so he can leave Limbo
	Player Segment: Primarily: Players that enjoy a deep story and want a slow paced interactive movie experienceSecondary: Players that just love to explore and find hidden secrets. ie. Those that just want to escape the real world and get lost in a fantasy world
	Minimum Viable Prototype: -Min 6 explorable areas-Script and story complete-Voice overs-Intro cut scene-Ending cut scene-6-10 secrets to uncover-1-2 easter eggs
	Mechanics: Ability to teleport the player back to a safe zone if they accidentally die
	TechnologyFrameworks: CryENGINE3Story: Hero's Journey and the 3-Act Hollywood Structure
	CameraControlsUI: 1st Person CameraFPS ControlsNo UINo mini map(we want the player to get lost)
	Metric: Everything is measured in metersTime moves at 5mins for every game hour.
	ThemeBackstoryHigh Concept: Trapped on a mysterious island, our hero must explore the surroundings to uncover memories of his past and find the closure his soul desires or be trapped forever
	Game Play: -The game plays more like an interactive story/film -Slow paced, designed for folks that just want to explore and piece together the underlying story-Very open world-Game play revolves around exploration and looking for clues.-Clues are scattered throughout the island on land as well as underwater.
	Setting  Level Design: -The game is set in Limbo modeled as a deserted island-Coastal vibe w/ lots of rocky/forest areas to explore-Beacon in the sky to guide the player in case they get lost-We need 1 lighthouse-Lots of ambient environmental sounds-Use music just to set mood. No actual BGM
	Designed By / Date / Version: Budd Royce LamDev Null Studios / Trixter Canada24Dec14 Version 0.01a


